Persistence of mortality risk in patients with acute cardiac diseases and mild thyroid dysfunction.
There are no studies on the long-term prognostic role of abnormal thyrotropin value in patients with acute cardiac diseases. Aim of the study was to assess the incidence and persistence of risk of cardiac and overall deaths in patients with acute cardiac diseases. A total of 1026 patients (mean age: 67.7 years) were divided into 4 groups: (1) euthyroid (EU, n=579); (2) subclinical-like hypothyroidism (SLHYPO, n=68); (3) subclinical-like hyperthyroidism (SLHYPER, n=23) and (4) low-triiodothyronine syndrome (LowT3, n=356). Follow-up started from the day of thyroid hormone evaluation (mean follow-up: 30 months). The events considered were cardiac and overall deaths. Survival rate for cardiac death was lower in SLHYPO and in LT3 than in EU (log rank test; χ(2)=33.6; P < 0.001). Survival rate for overall death was lower in SLHYPO, SLHYPER and LowT3 than in EU (48.3; P < 0.001). After adjustment for several risk factors, the hazard ratio for cardiac death was higher in SLHYPO (3.65; P=0.004) in LowT3 (1.88; P=0.032) and in SLHYPER (4.73; P=0.047). Hazard ratio for overall death was higher in SLHYPO (2.30; P=0.009), in LowT3 (1.63; P=0.017) and in SLHYPER than in EU (3.71; P=0.004). Hazards for SLHYPO, SLHYPER and LowT3 with respect to EU were proportional over the follow-up period. In patients with acute cardiac disease, a mildly altered thyroid status was associated with increased risk of mortality that remains constant during all the follow-up.